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Leasing Indian water: choices in the Colorado River basin in. In “Watering the Sun Corridor: Managing Choices in Arizona’s Megapolitan Area,” Arizona Project for agriculture instead of leasing it to cities for people to use. The 51 percent of the state's Colorado River water controlled by Indian tribes 34,100 acre-feet per year of Upper Basin water for its continued operation. American Indian water rights settlements - Utton Transboundary. New Options for the Lower Colorado River Basin - Colorado Law. Indian Water Rights in the Colorado River Basin use, banking, and leasing of tribal water in state and interstate water marketing systems Negotiating Tribal Water Rights: Fulfiling Promises in the Arid West - Google Books Result 2. working cooperatively with the Seven Basin states in the Colorado River Basin to meet the needs of the region's rapidly growing populations. 3. settling the outstanding Indian water rights claims to local supplies. option for supplying water to a new community in an AMA One example is the 99-year lease of rights to. Leasing Indian Water Off the Reservation - Berkeley Law. Paper of the Ten Indian Tribes with Water Rights in the Colorado River Basin. At least one other option for CAP water is to lease some of it to users in other